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r
•DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLDS AND VECTOR FIELDS
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Introduction
The basis of this dissertation is to outline two important concepts 
of modem mathematics; namely, the idea of a differentiable manifold 
^od differential forms on a manifold. In this context, classical vector 
analysis will be re-formulated and cast in the language of differential
The advantages of doing this are two-fold:
^ (i) Many of the results of classical vector analysis and electromagnetic
theory are more succinctly expressed in this way and are more amenable 
to generalization, A typical example is Stokes^ Theorem which actually 
can be generalized to an n-manifold.
(ii) Having cast the problems of electromagnetic theory in the context of 
4-manifolds in space-time, their solution becomes amenable to the 
methods of such powerful topics as :
Lie Groups
Differential Geometrv 
Algebraic Topology,
("'A
but, since each of these topics are vast in their ramifications, they 
cannot be entered into in any depth here. Indeed, onlv the last of 
these topics will receive mention.
Chapter 1 describes the underlying concept of differentiable manifolds and 
vector fields on a manifold.
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Chapter 2 begins by defining tensors and tensor product on a vector space 
and it then goes on to define tensors and forms on a differentiable 
manifold. A very important idea is that of a dual I-form of a c'” vector 
field on a manifold. It is the device which facilitates the description of 
vector analysis in terms of differential forms.
The specific aim of this dissertation is to show how these ideas can be applied 
to electromagnetic theory in general (eg. Maxivell*sEquations) and to 
superconductivity in particular. Chapter 3 outlines how this is done.and 
re-n^rites the London Equations in terms of differential forms.
Ô
1.2 KANIFOLDS
There is a conceptual gap between the idea of a curve or a surface in 
Euclidean space and the idea of a topological or differentiable manifold.
This gap is bridged by use of some of the notions and techniques of the 
calculus of functions of the type:
For example, the idea of the differential of such a function^ f , at a
point ^  in its domain as being a linear map from the tangent space
:Q ,  CO ;
will be used and generalized.
To cover the basic groundwork of a course on differentiable manifolds, 
one would refer to the following theorems from advanced calculus:
CHAIN RULE This generalizes to a similar chain rule for C mang between 
   :  ^ . '
manifolds.
- • '■■ . CO
DIVERSE FUNCTION THEOREM An analogous version of this for a G map between 
. manifolds helps in the construction of local diffeomorphisms.
IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM Nhen generalized to certain types of functions 
between manifolds, one is able to define submanifolds of the 
given manifold (differentiable varieties in particular) .
The context of this dissertation is such that only the first of these results 
will be referred to,
- 4 -
1.2,1 Calculus of Vector Functions
Let
= {(a,,...,a ) : a. e IP.} 
1 n 1
For i =1,2,...,n, let
u. : m
1
be given by :
r = a.O
these functions are called thé natural coordinate functions.
An open set in IP. is a subset of IP. which is open with respect to the 
.metric‘.
^  9  1
d(£,y = { E (a.-b.)
: i=i  ^  ^ ■
. . .If r € 2Z and if A is an open subset of IP. then a map 
f : A -> IRo _  ^ _ : : ' . ■ . V ' ' - ' ' ' /
is called C on A if all partial derivatives of f up to the r are continuous,
. ' . o
If f is merely continuous, then it is C on A.
When
A c
• XIwhere A is an open subset of IR then the map
f : A -5- IR^
• IT ♦ • •
is C on A provided that each coordinate function
- 5 -
is C on A as defined above.
The notation for coordinate functions is as follows. If j) £ A 
then
f(p) = (fXp),...(p)) —  1 —  jn —'
so (u^ o f) (j)) = f j^ (p)
o Henceforth, the assumption is that all functions dealt with are C.
The Jacobian matrix at ^  of a C function
is the matrix
3f, :8f, 8f,
(zj -TcA W  ... ( O3xj — 0  ^ 8x2 —U
3f, 9f »
8fm
8f
(Zn) - ^ ( Z j
8xj 8x2
9x —O' 
n
n
9f
n
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This is also denoted by f* (£q) and represents a linear transformation
fo
where
T (IP. ) = set of all vectors in with starting point z^.
T m
f(£0 )(IP ) = set of all vectors in IF.™ with starting point at f (z^ )
The Chain Rule states that, when functions 
]R.^ --  ^ ]R^
are both C with Jacobians f^(z) at z and g*(f(z)) at f(z) 
where
f(z) € dom g
then : (i) g ° f is C at z
(ii) (g o f) * (^ ) = g* (f (£)) ,f * (z)
That is, the Jacob ian matrix of g o  f at _z is the product of the Jacob ian
matrix of g at f(z) with the Jacobian matrix of f at z.
- 7 -
1.2.2 Differentiable Manifolds
If M is a set (and not necessarily a subset of IP. ) then an n-dimensional 
chart on M is a subset U of M together with a bisection
^  : U A
n
where A is an open subset of IP. .
O
Two charts (4>,U) and (i|/,V) are said to be C related if the maps
IP. > IP.
n
are C in the Euclidean sense. So if
(b : U A
and lu : V *> B
then
^ o : i|i(UnV) A
ij) o f  : (j)(UnV) B
must be C ,
, A C n-subatlas on M is a collection of C -related n-charts
( O
such that
y M
A maximal, C n-subatlas is called a C n-atlas. The set M becomes a
-OO ' CO
C n-manifold when it is given a C n-atlas. This atlas defines the 
differentiable structure of M,
ô— 8 —
It is possible that set M has a differentiable structure which is 
specified by more than one atlas but two such atlases are equivalent 
if their union is again an atlas for M.
Example
Let M be the set of points which constitute the unit circle centre the 
origin. This set has the following two differentiable structures:
Atlas i
O  is {((f),U), C(|)’,U')}
given by:
U = {sin2Trs,cos27Ts) : 0 < s < 1}
: U ->• TR by ^(sin2TTs,cos27rs) = s 
UV = { (sin2TTs , cos2tts) : -g  < s < g}
(|)V : U'' IE. by (|)’(sin2Trs,cos2'irs) = s.
Atlas 2
is  «>2. V ’
given by:
Uj = {(Pj  ^ ^Cppp2) == P2
1^ 2 = ‘ ^ 2 - and ^(Pj ,P2> = Pf
U3 = {(p^ ,p2) : P] < 0 } and $Cpj,P2) = P2
= {(pj ,P2) : p2 < 0 } and 4)(Pj ,P2) = Pp
2 2
where Pj + P2 = 1  in each case.
- 9 -
To check that the union of atlases is again an atlas, it is necessary 
to verify that the charts U and overlap smoothly with charts 
U,,U2 ,Ü3 ,U^.
That is, check that maps (f) ° (j)^ , è. o ^ , (|) V ° i|).  ^,6 . o éV  ^
are C from IP. to IP. for i = 1,2,3,4, For example,
(^3 ° ^)(S) = cos2irs i^ C .
O
It is possible for a manifold to possess în>70 distinct differentiable 
structures as the following example shows:
Example
(Brickell & Clark [1])
Let M be the set {(sin2s,sin s) ; s e IP.} <= IP. .
Ô
DIFFEPENTIABLE STRUCTURE 1
is given by the single chart (H,6 ) where
V
I M
y
d) : M IP.
X by the rule
/
 ^ ? \ (|)(.sin2s,sin
V
l X
— 10 —
DIFFERENTIABLE STRUCTURE 2
is also given by a single chart
: M 3R
by the rule
\|i(sin2s,sin s) = s for s e (-TT,Tr).
To show that these structures are distinct show that these atlases are 
non-equivalent. That is, show that the charts do not overlap smoothly. 
This follows because the map
—•1   _
ip o ^ : IR IR
given by
1.
s if 0 < S < TT
(l|; o ({) ■‘)(s) = i S-TT if s = 7T
s-2îr if TT < s < 2tt
'O
ô— Il -
1.2.3 Topology of a Manifold
.
A manifold is always provided with a topology by its C structure.
The open sets of this topology are defined as follows.
An open set A of a manifold M is a set A such that, for any chart (6 ,U),
Î1 k
the set (f)(AnU) is open as a subset of IP. . Let^^be the collection of all
such open sets A, then;
    '•
4)(UnM) = 4>(U)
which is open in IP
(ii) 0 since (j)($nU) = ij)(0) = 0 
which is open in any topology.
(iii) Let be a collection of subsets which are open inj^then,
if (4>,U) is a chart,
Us,)nU) = 4)(U(S nU)) 
h h
= M(î.(Sj^ nïï)
ïl
an open subset of IP
Since each <|)(S^ nU) is open.
'C
èCS^nS^nU) = (|)(SjnUnS2nU)
= 4>(SjnU) n 4>(S2nU)
= intersection of sets in IP 
= > 8 ^ 0 8 2 open in M,
Thus the collectionyï^is a topology for M called the induced topology 
of the manifold.
It now makes sense to speak of Hausdorff manifolds or compact manifolds 
and it is possible to show how the topology of a manifold affects its 
analysis. For example, a differentiable manifold admits a partition of 
unity iff it is paracompact.
o
— - 13 “■
O
1,2.4 Differentiable Functions
If A is an open set on a manifold 11 and if
00 — 1 CO
f : A IR then f is C if f ° è is C for each chart (ô,U) of 11
where UnA is non-empty and
-1f o è : é(UnA) -> B.
is a function from B t o  IR .
In a sense, f is regarded as being a map betx-zeen manifold H and manifold 3P 
so the natural generalization is to consider maps betx-jeen a C p-manifold
OO
M and a C n-manifold N as follox-7s:
O
Suppose that function f has domain in M and range in N 
i.e. M— ► N
Let m £ dom f and suppose that ((f),U) is a chart about m. If is a
chart of N containing f(m) then f is differentiable at m if
■ ■'ill o f O (|)
3P.n
is differentiable at ^(m).
' 4» f  & ^
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The function i|; ° f ° (j) is called a coordinate representative of f at m . 
This definition is independent of the tX70 coordinate systems because if 
and 01 *^,V ’) are also charts at m and f(ra) respectively then, by 
the smooth overlap condition,
o ip  ^ is C in 
# o <&* is C in B.^ '•
. (ijj^ O Ip S  ° f ° ^ S  9 (4) o S
= O f O
((-") \ ; :  ^' : ',, .  ^ \ \ , : ; - ' , -. . , :, _ ' , ^ \ ^
is C from 3R^ to B.^, f is differentiable if it is differentiable at each
point in its domain. Equivalent terminology;
f is if '
f is Smooth
The manifolds M and N are said to be'diffepmofphic if there exists a 
bisection
f : M -> N
( ( ^  such that both f and f are differentiable. This induces an equivalence 
relation on the set of all differentiable manifolds and one of the 
problems of differential topology is to classify manifolds up to 
d i f f ermo rphism.
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1.2.5 Tangent Vectors
Because a manifold does not necessarily reside in Euclidean space, the 
conventional idea of a tangent vector may have no meaning. Consequently, 
the definition gives a tangent vector at a point on a manifold as an 
operator on functions which are defined on neighbourhoods of that point.
. . . . . . n  ■'
This definition generalizes the idea of directional derivative in B  .
Let C (m,IR) denote the set of all C ^  real-valued functions defined on
OO
some neighbourhood of m. If f ^ ,^2  ^^ (m,IP.) and if f ^ ,f2 agree on 
( some neighbourhood of m then f,,f,, are said to have the same germ at m
o  . . . . . r r
(see Warner [7]). This induces an equivalence relation xvhich partitions
: CO . ' ..
C (m,3R) into equivalence classes denoted by 
[f I ] or f_j or just f ^ .
.*. C (m,3R)/~ = {[f]; f € C (m,B)}
= F . m
A tangent vector is defined as a derivation on F but a less formal 
t • •' definition is as follows:
00 ,
Let M be a C n-manifold with m 6 M. A tangent vector at m is a real-valued 
function
V : C (m, B  )— ► B.
■ , .
such that^X7henever f,g e C (m,B);
“ 16 —
1) 2^ (f+g) = + v„(g)
V (cf) = cv (f) —m —m (c € 3R ) .
(2) v^(f.g) = V (f)g(îTi) + f(m)v (g). "-in '“in ü^i
If X7e define
(v +u )f = V (f) + u (f) —m —m —m —m
and also
t o
(cu )f = c{v (f)J- for c € ]R—m . —ÎII
and
then the set T M of all such tangent vectors v ,u is a real vector space m ^ -TO -HU -
called the tangent space of M at m. It is otherwise denoted by
Suppose that (^,U) is a chart containing m so that is
a coordinate system about m where
X. =r u. o ^ i = 1,2,.. ,,n
If f € C (m,3R) then coordinate vectors
by
3x/ 9x_' 9x1 z n
are each defined
(f) =
9f _ 3(f 6 $“ ')
m ” " ' .. (^ra>
for i = 1 ,2 ,...,n
— 1 7 “
/
/
■ . . . . -] XI
The definition works because the function f ° ^ goes from B. to B. .
o
These coordinate vectors are indeed tangent vectors because they can be 
shown to satisfy requirements (1) and (2) o|^  P Ife . For example;
3u.
1
4)(m)
è(m)
9u.
1
+ H e  °
4)(ra) a
The following theorem is proved in Hicks [4] ITarner [7] and Brickell & 
Clark : [1]:
Let M be a C n-manifold and let be a coordinate system about
m e M, If V € M then:—m m
n a A
^  = . 1  fat:
1=1 V I
(1)
m
ô— 1 8 “
This means that the coordinate vectors form a basis of M which- m
therefore has dimension n.
If (U,^) and are charts about ra which respectively yield
coordinate systems, and y^,... ,y^ then
(2)
m
which is obtained by use of equation (1) above. This means that a 
change of basis of when affected by a change of coordinate system, 
'^ 2 ) is given by the matrix
8x. ^
1
m nxn
- 19 - . •
1.2.6 The Derived Mapping
■ . ■ . ■ = . . V
If Y : M N IS a mapping between C manifolds and if ^ is C then it 
induces a mapping
at each m e dom Y.
Thus, if V £ M then (v ) e Nm, . defined as follows:
 ^ m  ^  Tn *— 411 I I Til Im :-m
o / M
Nt; // a
V fl
V g  . C“ ,3R) define 
= :^(g » 'Ü)
where 
g o Y '£
( Y n f m "  4(m)-
Alternative notation for
C
is düf^  and it is called
the derived linear map of :
T at m. It needs to be checked that Ç¥j.) (v ) satisfies the requirements ------  m —m
(1) and (2) given in §1.2.5. That is, show
O) ( V V ( V < ^ S , + 8 2) =
This verification uses the fact that v . itself satisfies similar properties.—m
For example, (2) is verified as follows
-  20
<^VV:ï„)(8 ,8 2) =:^((g|8 2) » T)
= ■> Y). (gg » ï),)
= :!^(g, ° f X g ,  ° ï)(m) + (g, » '?)(n).v_(g, ' ®)
— m "2
By choosing a coordinate system x-,...,x about m and another svstem 'i n
y 1 , "  ., Yt. about i|; (m) , a Jacobian matrix can be obtained for . Let
■ ■ : ' ' m
(O and letm
By; 'F(ra) so that
{X]9V "?X^}
is a basis of and {Y^, Y(m)
••• (V)m ( V  < % ( „ )
SO the tangent vector (Y^)^(X^) can be expressed in terms of 
via equation (1 ) on page 1*7:
3
/, (V).(xp(yj) ^  
j = i  . S'(in)
n
= S X.(y. O f) ^
j= l  1 J 3 y j lY(m)
= Z
n . 3 (y .  o W) ^
j= i Y(m)
- 21 -
This means that (Y.) has matrix
 ^m
9(y. o Y)
^^i / nxk
NOTE The linearity of is shown by use of the fact that
since is a vector space mapping, we have
dim = dim Ker(Y&)^ + dim range (W*)m m
The rank of W at m is defined to be the rank of (Y^) - this is iust the
    _
rank of the Jacobian matrix of Y at m.
The chain rule for 'Euclidean* functions may be generalized as 
follows :
If Y : M N and * : N L are C maps between manifolds and if
m e dom Y where also Y(m) £ dom 0 then;
Proof
N
I
/
Let h £ C (0(Y(m) ) ,IR) and let v £ M then:—m m
= V (h o (ô o Y)) 
—m
V ( (h o 0) ° Y) 
—m
■ ci)
- 22 - .
The definition of differentiability of functions between manifolds 
depends strictly upon the differentiability of functions of the type
f ^
Consequently, it is not surprising that most of the results of Euclidean 
calculus have analogues in the context of the theory of differentiable 
manifolds. One example is the above theorem and another example follows:
INVERSE FUNCTION THEOREM 
( Given any differentiable function Y : M ->• N with m e dom Y thenO .C ■ '
is an isomorphism iff there exists a neighbourhood U(m) such that 
Y|u(m)
is a (local) diffeomorphism.
One half of the proof utilizes the inverse function theorem at Euclidean 
calculus and the other half uses the chain rule above. Details are in 
Brickell & Clark [1],
— 23 —
1,2.7 Tangent Bundle
Let M be a C n-manifold and define
this can be identified with the set
M
m
A projection function TT : T(M) M is given by:
7T(m,W m
or by
77 (v ) = m when we define T(M) = I J M
—m IQ£M m
If (<{),U) is a chart on M with x. = U. ° (p, define
Xi = x^ o 77 (i - l,,..,n) 
with domain
-I
L&= TT (U) c T(M).
If
=  y 9
^  Bx.
1= 1 1
where a^ £ IR
m
define x.(v ) = a. (i = 1,, oo,n) and letw(v ) = (a.,,,,,a ) so x. 
1 '^ -m 1 '~m 1 n 1
=  U. o G)
1
(Q
' —  24 -
This enables us to define a chart (%,U) of T(M) as follows
?  : ÏÏ
given by:
4)(W = ((f) W ,  w(^))
= (xj(m),...,x^(m), aj,...,a^)
.*. u. o é = X.
1 1 , . ,
U , . o Ô = X. n+1 1
The collection of pairs ((f),U) defines a C™ structure on T(M) which 
is called the tangent bundle of M.
^ ^  ^ f v y
' L / \ :/' I' ^
   "'4 . 1
. . . . '
O
— 25 —
Proof
Let ((|)^ ,Uj) and both be 2n-coordinate pairs on T(M)
oo
Show that they are C -related. That is, show that
I \iy\j
are Euclidean C when
0 ù(u4
Since = (6  ^,w,)
then
—  -1 -1 -1
Hence, ° “ (^2 ° ’ ^2 °  ^*
Since charts (,(j)j,Uj) and ( 2^ >^2  ^ are C related then
— 1 00 . —1
o (f)j is C and so is ° (f)^ .
o -1 . COMerely show that ° 03^ is C . Suppose that
n
“ r ’cw = ^  = h  ( ^ )
1=1 1 m
then
(«2 o u, ' ) (b )  = (02(.1
where
% n By. n.
s :  = .1 (9 7 7)
1 j = l 1 /j m
— 26 —
(Wg o ^)(b)
n n By.
n
= Z b.G
By
/3y,
Bx,
By
n
Bx,
=  A
\
= J , . "1
^ 2  ° *,
n
3=n
(b)
d)(m)
(b)
—  1 .  CO
° Wj I S C .
similarly, to^ ,o OJ^  can be shown to be C . This implies that charts 
(^l,Ui) and (4>2 ,U2) overlap smoothly.
'O
- 27 -
(D
1.3.1 Vector Field on a Manifold .
3 ■The idea of a vector field on a curve or surface in IR can c-s generalized
CO '  ^  ^ *
to a C n-manifold. There is a variety of definitions to choose from and 
they vary from intuitively acceptable definitions to more general and 
abstract formulations.
For example, Flanders [21 merely defines a vector field on a manifold M 
as being a smooth assignment of a tangent vector to each poino of M. This 
must be taken to mean that if X is a vector field on ,M, then
X ; M ->• T(M)
where X : mi— > X e M 
. m m
oo ; .
is C as a mapping between manifolds.
A more formal definition is given by Warner [7^ as follows, but it depends 
on the idea of a curve in a manifold. A mapping
a : (a,b) -> M
where (a,b) is an open interval in 3R , is called a smooth c in H
- 28
The tangent vector to the curve O at t is the vector
 ^»a(t)
where the tangent space of IR at t is spanned by the single vector
_d
dr
where r : IP. TR is the identity chart.
A mapping a : [a,b] M is also called a smooth curve in M if it extends
CO
to a C mapping of
(a-e, b+e) -»• M for some e e IR .
A vector field X along a curve
a : [a,b] M is a mapping
X : [a,b] ->■ T(M)
^2) such that TT o X = a where, as before,
TT : TM ->• M
is the projection
tt(v  ) = m. —m
VM
x(
This diagram suggests the terminology that X lifts o into T-L Such a
vector field is c“ along a if the mapping 
X : [a,b] -> TOl) IS C .
Generally, a vector field on an open set U in M is a lifting of U into 
• T(M). Thus, X is a vector field on U if
Q  X : U TM
such that
TT o X : U U
is the identity map.
The vector field X is smooth or C if it is C as a mapping.
'o
■ - 30 -
Denote the set of all C vector fields on U by % and define binary 
operations as follows :
00
Let X,Y € X , a,h 6 3R and let f,g e C (U,m) then;
(i) X+Y is given by (X+Y) = X + Y ^ m m m
(ii) (a+b)X is given by
{(a+b)X}^ = aX^ + bX^
= (a+b)X^
(iii) fX is given by
CfX)^ = fCmyCa
(iv) (f+g)X is given by
{ (f+g)X}^ = (f+g) (m) X^.
With these operations, % becomes a real vector space and a module over 
C°°(U,]R ) . For notation, use
X(m) = X when m e U and X ; U ->• TM. 
m
The definition of a vector field X as being C has several equivalent 
formulations as follows;
(a) X : U T(M) is a C mapping.
(b) If (V,^) is a chart on M and if
a. : V ->• 3R are defined by 
1
n
X|U4V= % a.
i=I i
then the functions a^ are C on unv
■ - 31 -
. ■ . ■ ■ co'
(c) If W is open in M and if f e C (W,3R) then 
X(f) e C*\w,]R)
The proof that statements (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent can be 
found in Warner [73.
(O
o
o- 32 -
1.3.2 Invariant Vector Fields
I'Jhen 0 : M M is a differmorphism and when X is a vector field on M 
which is such that
then X is said to be invariant under 0..
In classical vector field theory, such a field is sometimes called a 
pseudo vector field. The following theorems provides a criterion for
Theorem
■' . ■ .
Let X be a vector field on 3R having coordinate functions .
i . a
In terms of the identity chart 
(j) = (xj,... ,x^) on 3R
we have
n
n r>
X = 2 f. (x,, —  ,x ) 3x.
1= 1 1
Then, X is invariant under 0 : ->• HR^ iff
n d0.
f . o = 2 f (j = l,...,n)
J i=] 1
wbere 0
33 -
For a proof of this see Brickell & Clark Chapter 7. f 1’
Example
3 3Let * IR IR be the inversion
o 9: ( j  = 1 , 2 , 3 )
■ 0
Let H = (Hj,H2 ,Hg) be the magnetic field where
H. : IR -5- IR 
1
(for i = 1,2,3).
Regard these coordinate functions as being C . The above theorem gives:
H is invariant under iff
■3 3$.'
Hj “ ® "i 3ETi = l
90. . .
where -?r-^  = 6^’^  
dx^
H is invariant iff
H . o (|) = “H . 
1 I
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The invariance of vector fields is a property of the coordinate 
functions of those fields.
•O
(Q
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1.4.1 Summary
This chapter has outlined some of the basic concepts and techniques which 
are required for the subsequent development of this dissertation.
Firstly, the idea of a differentiable manifold as being a space which is 
locally like Euclidean space.
This has been defined so that the basic concepts of Euclidean calculus can 
be carried over.
From the idea of directional derivative in ÎR , the notion of tangent 
vector to a manifold was obtained. Mappings between manifolds were 
introduced and the corresponding derived mapping was defined. In particular, 
the existence of a diffeomorphism between manifolds means that they have the 
same sort of differentiable structure. In this way, manifolds may be 
classified up to diffeomorphism.
Finally, vector fields on an open subset of a manifold M are analogous
' . 3to those on curves and surfaces in 3R .
o
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Chapter 2
b
EXTERIOR ALGEBRA, DIFFERENTIAL FORMS AND EXTERIOR DERIVATIVE
c
(o
- 37 -
2.1.1 Tensors and Tensor Product on a Vector Space
Let V be a real vector space of dimension n. Denote the p-fold 
cartesian product of V with itself by V^. That is;
yP = V X V X ... X Y
PAny real-valued, multilinear function on V , say
a : IR “.,
is called a p-co tensor on V .
The set T^ (V) of all p ^ o  tensors on V becomes a vector space when we
define
(a+§'> (v. ,...,v ) = a(v ,. ,v ) + B ( v , ,yp)
— 1 -p — 1 "T? — 1 ~V
(aa) (vj,... ,Vp) = a.a(vp--
where a,3 e T^(V) and a e IR .
It is possible to combine members of T^(V) and T^(V) by the idea of 
tensor product. Thus, if
a e T^(V) and 3 e T^(V)
then define
(% 3 E
by the rule :
(“ ® > • • • >2p,Zp+] > • • • >ip+q)
(O
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T'Jhen p ^ q notice that a 8 3 5^ 3 ®  a so tensor product is not a 
commutative binary operation. However, the following properties 
are easily checked:
(a) (a^+«2) ®  3 = S> 3 + « 2 ©  3.
(b) a 0  (3 ^+3 2) = 01 ©  3j + a 0 3 2  *
(c) (aa) E> 3 =a(S> (a3) = a(a ©  3) ‘ -
(d) («0 3) Q y  = a (3 <©y)
where #,0 ^ , 8 2 e T (V)
6,9,.@2 f
a e K  and Y c T^(V)
The first of these will be proved to illustrate the procedure.
Proof (a)
As stated above, let ,a^ be p-co tensors and let 3 be a q-co tensor
, If .■ .
O  (Vq,''''Zp»yp+i'''''Zp+q) c ^
[(aj+a2) ®  31 (vj,.. ,... -
= (ai+o%)(Vj,...,Vp).3(Vp+,,...,Vp+q)
= [«1 (V|,.. . ,Vp) + 0^ 2^ — 1 ' ' "  p+q
= (vp ... ,Yp) .3(Vp^l,. •. ,y^+q)
b  ( - 1 ’-p) *3(^+1’•** »^+q)
(o
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= (a, ® 6)(z,,....Zp.Cp+r-"'Zp+q)
+ (a^  ®  6) (v^ ,... ,2p»2p+,, - -. 'Zp+q)
= [a, @ g  + 0^(2)g] (z,,....Zp,:!^ +,.....Vp+q)
Hence,
(a +a^) 0 3  = a, cH) 6 + ^6. .
: :. ■ : / f  : : ^
Since T*(V) is just the dual space of V and since, for any p c S  ', we 
have ' '
€ T'(V)
=> a, €)... 6 TP(v)
 ^ ■ . 7
we can describe T^(V) in terms of T ’(V) as follows :
Theorem
When vector space V has a basis { e e  } and dual basis ( w , , w  }
— 1 —n I n
i.e. w. (e^ .) =6.. then a basis of T^(V) consists of all products of
■ ■ . 1 J .■ ij ,
O the type w. 0  —  ©  w. where 1 < i ,i , —  ,i < n so T^fVj Has cimensio:
p H " ;
n  .
Proof
By definition of tensor product.
(w. 0... 0w. ) (e^. , ..., e^. )
= (e. ), ... , w^ (e )
1 1 p Jp
= 6. . '
1^ 1 p i
h  = j p  ••• ' ip = jp
0 otherwise
- 40
Consider the members v,....,v of V with— 1 '  p
n
V. = Z a. .e. for a., e IR.
j=] 3-J-J
If a € T^(V) then:
n . .
“ “ f ^ ^ii ±i wV>ep«. V & 2 - Û . e .
P M,=1 ■’ I ' i=>
n
o
Z a . a(e. ,v_,...,v )
j,].] ij, ^
n n
Z Z a.. a . a(e. ,e. ,...,v )
j, = l j2°I '^2 y  I ^2 P
n n n
Z Z ... Z a. a .ct(e. ,...,e. )
j] = 1 Î2=' jp=l b-J "^1 " b
^  . ' ■ . ■ . - ' using the fact that a is p-1inear. Hence
n
ot(v.....«v ) “ Z a, . ,..,, a . ct(e. ,...,e. )
j " i :  Pip -il -ip
— 41 —
O
However,
n
V . = Z a..e . => w.(v.) = a.. 
-1 iJ-J J -1 iJ
so a . ,a . = w. (v, O 4 .. . #w. (v )
PJp Jl i p ^
= (w. <2> ... <S> W. ) (v,, ... ,v )
J, jp -p
which gives :
a(v,,...,v )
— 1 — p
n
Z a(e. ,e. )(w. 0  ... (D w. )(v., —  ,v )
-ip J, Jp -P
n
a = Z a(£. )(w. ©  ... 0w. )
p \This proves that the products w . (B) .. . 0  w . span T (V).
ip
To show that the set of all such objects are linearly independent,
O assume that there are real numbers a. such that
n
Z a. ,___ , w^ 0  —  ®w^. = 0
P
Applying both sides of this equation to
(e. ,...,e. ) E T^(V) gives a. = 0
-^1 -"p "1
This proves linear independence and completes the proof.
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The above proof is an amplification of that given by Spivak ~6~.
Certain p-co tensors called p-forms can be selected and their distinguishing 
feature is simply that they are alternating. That is, a £ T-[V) is a 
p-form on V if
a o TT = (;sgn tt) a
where tt is a permutation on the set {l,2 ,...,p} and ,
As usual, sgn tt = ±1 .
The set of all p-forms on V is denoted by F^(V). In the particular case of
T'(V) = F'(V)
meaning that any 1-co tensor is a 1-form and vice versa. To complete 
the definition define
0 0 
b(V) = F^(V) = IRb 1 :
The reference for this section is Hicks [41 and Spivak [61.
o
orO
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2.1.2 Exterior Algebra over a Vector Space
Let a and 3 be p and q-forms over a vector space V. Define their 
exterior product a ^ 3 by :
1a^3 = — _ Y, (sgn tt) (a 0  3) ° n
P * H •
where the sum is taken over all permutations of the set {l,2,...,(p+q)}
so if a e F (V) and if 3 e F*^ (V) then
a ^ 3 e F^^^CV) .
An alternative, equivalent formulation is to give:
0^3 = Z ( sgn tt) (a ®  3) ° ir ... ( 1 )
where the sum is now over all shuffle permutations for p and q.
Properties
(a) a^3 = (“J
(b) 0^(3,+6 2) = + 0^32
where a € F^(V) and 3 ^,32  ^F^(V)
(c) ( a ^ 3 ) = a^(3^y).
Proof
(a) Using equation (1),
(a'-B) (Vj,...,Vp, TT ^  J .... Cp+q)
- 44
Specifically, TT is a permutation on {1,2,...,p+q) satisfying
7r(l) < ... < tt(p ) and ir(p+l) < ... < irCp+q).
Suppose that T is the permutation taking {J,...,p+q} into the
sequence
{p+1,..•,p^q
.*. 1 < i < p îs=^ 7rCi) - (tt 9 t ) (q^i)
and P+.1 ^ j ^ p+q => Tr(j) = (jT ° t ) (j-p)
■ ' . ■
V_/ If a = TT o T then the inequalities above imply that 0 satisfies
a(l) < ... < a(q) and cr(q+J) < ... < a(q+p)
that is, a is also a shuffle permutation.
Now use the following results;
(a) sgn TT = (sgn a) (sgn t )
-1 -1
which follows since tt = a ° T and sgn T = sgn T
■ (b) sgn T = (-1)^^
since mapping the sequence {1,...,p,p+l,,..,p+q} to the 
sequence {p+1,...,p+q,1,...,p}
is effected by pq transpositions each of sign -1.
Hence;
(«"3) (Zl,'
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Z (sgn "^ )c^ (ZTT(] ) » ' "  'ZTT(p)) '^ (ZTT(p+]) ' ' ' ' 'ZjT(p+q))
= (-I)P'I s (sgn '^ )“ (Za(q+i)*” -.Ca(q.fp)>-f5(Za(l)>--->C<7(a;f
= (-I)P‘î z (sgn a)6(v^(,) , . ...Vo(q)) -«(^^(q^,) . • • • >S;(q^))
o
= (-l)P4(6-o)(v,,...,Vp+q)
This means that
a-g = (-l)P'l(B-a).
(b) This is easily proved by using the corresponding result
a ®  (3j+32) = ot *^3j + ot 0  32
from the previous section.
(c) Proved in Goetz [3], p.333.
\_y When V is a real, n-diraensional vector space, define
F(?) = Z pP(V)
P-°
where the summation is ’weak direct’ (Hicks [4], p51). This means that 
any member of F(V) consists of a finite sum of the type;
, . P] ' . Pr
+ (%2 + ... + where € F (V),.. .,Ci^  e F (V)
By virtue of the distributivity of exterior product over addition, F O') 
is an algebra over IR called the exterior algebra over V.
V-
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The following theorem is strictly analogous to that given in Section 
2.1.1 for tensors. It enables one to construct a basis for 
out of a basis for the dual space F ’(V) of V when p > 1.
Theorem
If is a basis of V and if {w^,...,w^} is the dual basis
then
{w. ^ w.  ^w. : 1 < i, < ig < ----  < i < n}
( is a basis of fP(V), Furthero
dim F^(V) = ( ).
P
Proof
Since F^(V) is a subspace of T^(V) then the theorem of p  3H tiay hi 
applied to any p-form a on V. That is,
a e pP(V) Ç tP (V )
=> ot = Z a. .... w. ®  ... 0  w. .. . [I )
where {w,,...,w } is the dual basis of V.
]
a = — r- Z (sgn tt) a o 7T 
pî n
which is proved as follows. Since any permutation is a competition 
of transpositions, it can be shovm that ^
- 47 -
O
a o TT = (sgn 7T)a 
for ail a. Hence,
?f % (sgn
1
- — T Z (sgn 7t) (a-o tt) (v,,.. . ,v )
P! n -1 -P
I
Z (sgn 7t) (sgn 'iï)<j(_(v^, ... ,v )
TT
because Z has p! terms. 
TT
1—  Z (sgn iT)a o TT = a ....... (2)
^ ' TT
Applying this to a as specified in equation (1) oJoave--» gives:
] j ■ ■ . n
a = -try Z (sgn TT) f Z a.  ■ w. #  ... ®w_. }
* TT i.,...,i =1 ~D-1 n
1 n ^
= — y Z a. ,... ,i Z (sgn tt) (w. 0  ... 0  v. ) o tt
^ i p
But
w. ^ w. =  ^ . , Z (sgn tt) (w . 0  ... ®  w . )
’■] T-p •• IT n i  %
= Z (sgn tt) (w . (^ . . . (S) W- ) o TT
TT 1^ ’■p
a = — T- Z a. ,...,. w. w.
V  ^1 /"P
o— 48 —
This proves that the p-forms w. ^   ^w. span F^(V)
-p
Linear independence is shoxm. as for tensors in the previous 
section.
Using property (a) from 1^3 where a = and 3 = are
1-forms, we see that w. ^ w. = -w. ^  w.
1 J J 1
. *. w. ^  w. = 0 for any 1-form.
1 1
Therefore, in selecting 1-forms from the basis {w,,...,w } of F ’(V) 
to construct terms
w. '^ ... ^ w.
• :
no repetition of choice is allowed. The number of such basis elements
‘ . Ç .
dim pP(V) = ("). •
P .
The above theorem implies that F(V) has a basis which is the union of all 
sets of the form:
{w. ^ ... ^ w. ; 1 < i. <   < i < n}
i  ip ' P
0for 1 < p < n, together with 1 e F (V). This basis therefore corresponds 
to thé set of all subsets of the set {w^,...,w^}
.*. dim F(V) = 2*
Finally, the property (a) noted previously
i.e. a '' g = (-I)PS g - a
gives a 3 = “ 3  ^ a when p,q odd.
a a = 0 for any odd form.
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2,1.3 Induced Maps on Tensors and Forms
If f : V W is a vector space linear transformation, is there 
any correspondence between
T^(V) and T^(W)?
F^(V) and F^CW)?
Using the notation of Hicks [41, define a map
f* : T^(W) >> tP(V)
( as follows.O
o
If a 6 T^(W) then f (a) e T^(V) is defined by
f (a)(v,,...,v ) = a(f(v,),...,f(v )) 
— 1 —p — 1 -q)
Listed below are the main properties.
(a) f = f (a.) + f (ag)
Proof
*  ■
f (aj+a2 )(vj,...,Vp)
= (aj+«2 ) (vj),... ,f (Vp))
= aj (f (v^  ),..., f (]^) ) + a2 (f (vp ,..., f (v^) )
* *
= f (ttj)(Vj,...,Vp) + f (Og)(V|,...,1^)
* *
= [f (ttj) + f
^ ■ ■
which proves the result.
- 50 -
f'V
(b) f*(o^ (slag) =
Proof
r-P /T.T\ ,^t - T'^iTake e T (W) and Œg e T (W) and consider 
*
f (otj ®  (v^,... ,v ) = (ttj 0 a2)(f (v^,.. .,f(v ))
■ . : .
= a.(f(vj,...,f(v )).a^(f(v0 ,...,f(v ))
1 — 1 — p z — 1 -p
* *
= f (otj) (vj V-• • >Vp) .f («2  ^(Z] ' ' ' ' »Yp)
/ * *
I ^ 2% = [f (ttj) <S> f (062) 3 (vj,...,Vp)
*
f (aj 0a^) = f (ap © f  (o^)
(c) f^(a, * «2  ^ = ^ f^Co^)
Proof
Straightforward by use of (b)
' O
(Q
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2.1.4 Inner Product on an Exterior Algebra.
\fhen V is a vector space with an inner product < , > then there is a 
natural isomorphism of V with F ’(V). Suppose that, under this isomorphism,
any v e V is mapped to v e F ’(V). We now get an inner product < , > on
F ’(V) given by:
<Vj,V2> = ,V2> for Vj,V2 e F'(V)
a = w, ^ w e F^(V)
1 . ■ P
3 = V. - ... " v^ e F^(V)
I q
where w.,v. e F ’(V). Now define 
1 J
<a,3^ = det(<W\,Vj>) if p = q
if p ^ q
Since Xa = (Xw.) ^ ...  ^w , then 
‘ P
<Xa,3^ = X^a,3> 
Also, since
<Wj^ ... ^ (W^+W^’) ^ -----^ W , Vj ^  ^ p“
= <w. ^  ... ^ w. ^ ... ^ w , V. . . . ^  V >
1 1 p i p
'
+ <W, ^ . ..  ^W. ^ ___ ^ W , V. ^ . . . ^ V ^
1 1 p . I p
then extend < , > to the whole of F^(V) by defining
<a+a\B> = <a,3^ + <a',3>
n- 52 -
The symmetry of < , > follows from the fact that < , > is itself 
symmetric and the fact that the determinant is also symmetric
\  : -  : 
i.e. det M = det M
Finally, < > is non-degenerate. To show this, let e.,...,e be
n an
orthonormal basis of F(V). Then the p-forms
H
e = e, ^ ... e. 
h. h
1 P
where H = {hj < ... < h } form a basis of F^(V).
P
Now
H K
<e ,e > = det(<e, ,e >)
i i
If H 7^ K, then there is a zero row in this determinant
<e^,e^> = 0
If H = K, then
det(<e ,e >) = det(±I )
iT • ic * ri '
'■ H K H K
Hence, <e ,e > = ±6 ’ which means that the inner product is
non-degenerate.
Notice that
{e ; H = {h, < ...< h } Ç. {l,2, . .. ,n}}
 ^ P
is an orthonormal basis of F^(V).
The reference for this section is Flanders [21.
■■o
( V a
2.1.5 Star Operator
The following is based upon Flanders [2] but notation and argument 
have been changed.
When V is a vector space of dimension n with inner product, choose 
a fixed orientation of V and a basis which agrees with this orientation. 
Choose fixed
\ e pP(V) , ,
and define a map
0  : f ’^”P(V) F^(V)
by the rule
0 (p) = A y
I'Jhen a = e. /^...'^e
I n .
is an orthonormal basis of F (V), •i^hich has dimension 1P  it follows that 
(p (y ) = X n  y 
is a real multiple of a. Say,
©(u) = A ^  = f;^ (vi)a
where f^(y) denotes the fact that the coefficient of 0 depends on 
A and y .
o: - 54 - ,
Note
(i) 6 is linear
since is distributive over,+.
(ii) ^(V) IR is linear since
■ = A - Pj + X - > 2  '
= f^(Pj)a + f\(P2)o
Now if f ; W -> IR is a linear functional on vector space W then, to this 
particular functional f, there corresponds a unique vector v^  ^W, depending 
only on f, such that
= <Vf,w>
In fact, if
O  f  = (aj,...,a^)
with respect to basis
_ ‘
of W notice that
f (w) = <y^,w> where v^ = (f (£j f(e^))
(Q
Ô
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Applying this result to the linear functional 
f^ : F*"P(V) -> IR •
it is seen that
where depends solely on fy, that is, on X 
Put
Vf = *A
V
to suggest this dependence.
f^(y) = <*A,y^
Hence, 8 (y) = A ^ y = f^(y)a 
= <*A,y>a 
This defines a linear mapping, 
* : pP(V) -> F*"P(V) 
by * : A *A given above.
Proof
that * is linear.
Take
aA^ + bA2 e F^(V) and use
6 (y) = (aAj + bA2) y
= ^*(aAj + bA2),y% 0  ...(1)
(Q
56 - ■:
However,
(aXj + bÀ2) ^ y
= a (X j y ) + b (X2 ^ y )
= a<*X],y>a + b<*X2 ,y>o ...C2 )
Equations (1) and (2) imply that
*(aXj + bX^) = a(*Xj) + bf^X^) '
By considering the effect of * on the generators of F^(V), certain 
important formulae emerge.
Suppose that F'(V) has orthonormal basis {e.,...,e }. Let
K = {K . j ,... c {] ,2,... ,n}
( O  Put = e, ^ e e F^CV)
e*’ = e s F"*fv)
p+I n
e« . e%>a
H K
where a = e, ^ e . However e ^ e ^ 0 implies that
. n
H n K = 0 and K - {p+I,...,n} 
which implies
a = e^ ^ e^ = <*e^,e^>a
- 57 -
But
H K /  ^ H K
e A  e ^ 0 => ^*e ,e ^ ^ 0
H . K=> *e is a multiple of e
 ^H K say : ^e = ce
CO
K K 
a = c<e , e >(7
which implies that
c<e^,e^> = 1 .
^ K K , ,
:> C = :<e ,e > = ±1
Conclusion :
, H =
*e
On the other hand,
= (-l)P("-pVe“ ,e”s:e“
Proof
(Vo
where
Hu A  e 4^ G => y = e - ,  ^ ... e
p+J n
K
= e
; - 58 -
Now using - e” = (-i)P("-p)e” - by result (a) p.43, gives 
(_,)P(u-p)eH .  e^ = < * e ^ e ” >a 
=> (_])P(u-P)a . :
(_ ,)P (U -P ) .  s * e ^ e “ >
K H
“> *e = c.e for some c e IR
H,e >
=>o II U O
because <e ,e ^ = ]
Therefore,
y
Another important result is the following 
*(*e^) = (-i)P(^"P)-^Cn-t)/2^H
 ^ ^- V
. .where t is the signature of the inner product < , >
Proof
Since *e^ = <e^,e^>e^
then *(*e^) = <e^,e^ (*e^) (* linear)
= (-J)P(*-P).e%,e%..<eK,eK.eH
by the result opposite. However,
n-t
^e^,e^>.<e^,e^> = <a,a> = (-1) ^
*(*e«) = (-,)P("-P) as required.
■ / /
Co
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By linearity, this last result may be generalized to any 
a € pP(V)
The final result that is needed is
n-t
o
a - *e = B *ct = (-1) sa,a>a
Proof
Merely show this to be true for basis vectors
3 = e^ = e. - e, e F^(V)
* 3 = <e^,e^>e^
where H n K = 0 and H u K = {l,...,n}
TT TC TT
01 /N * 3 = <e ,e ^ a ^ e
( (2) But a ^  e^ 5^ 0 => a = e^
again use
= ( - J ) ^  
<e^,eV = (-i)(u-t)/24eH,e«^
Hence, a " *B = (-1)
= (_.j)(n-t)/2^g,^.^
= 3  ^*a.
— 60 —
Applications
(1) In 4-space with the Lorentz metric the orthonormal basis
is {dXj,dx2 jdx^jdt} such that
<dx^,dx.> = with <dx£,dt>^= 0
<dt,dt> = -J
<dx.,dx-> = 1 for i = 1,2,3l’ 1 . 7 7
and <dt,dt> = -^ 1
means that this metric has signature 2
n-t 4-2 
2 2 
n-t
=  1
(-1) = -1 .
Now consider *(dx^dt) for i = 1,2,3
If
H = {i,4} put dx^dt = eH
t) *(dx^dt) = *eH
^ K K= <e ,e ^e
= < d x jd x ^ ,d x jd x ^ ^ d x jd x ^
dXjdx^ = dXjdx^1 0 0 1
*(dx^dt) = dXjdXj^
where i,j,k are in cyclic order, can likewise show that
*(dXjdx^) = -dx^dt
— 61 —
(2) In 3-space with the Euclidean metric let F ’(IR^) have 
orthonormal basis {dx^,dx2 ,dx^} such that
<dx.,dXj> = (i,j = 1,2,3)
Take a = dXjdx2dXg
H K ‘
e = dXj and e = dx2dxg
*(dXj) = <e^,e^>e^
<d%2 ,dx2> <dx2 ,dx_>
<dx2 »dx2> <dx^,dx«>
dxadxa
1 0
dx^dXg
o *dXj %  dx2dx2
Similarly, ^dx^ = dx^dX]
*dx^ = dxj dx2
Applying the result on page 58 we get also
'dx^dxg = *(*dX|) = dXj
'dx^dxj = *(*dx2) = dx2
*dXjdx2 = ^C^dXg) = dXg
- 62 - . '
As mentioned, the development of this section is based on that of 
Flanders [21 but much detail has been added, proofs supplied and 
notation amended.
(O
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DIFFERENTIAL FORMS AND EXTERIOR DERIVATIVES
The ideas of 2,1.1 to 2.1,5 will now be applied 
to the particular vector space M^ which is the 
tangent space to a C n-manifold M.
The main reference is to Hicks [4]
o- 64 -
2.2.1 Tensors and Forms on a Differentiable Manifold
Let M be a C n-manifold. A p-co tensor at m e M is simply a 
p-co tensor on the vector space M^ (as defined on page 3”7) •
Denote the set of all p-co tensors at ra £ M by 
If a is a member of this set then
a : M X ... X M -+IR 
m m
...p....
and a is p-linear.
3
For example, if M is a surface in IR , define
w : M X M -+ ]R m ■ m
by w(£,y = ajb2~a2b^ where aj,a2 ,b^,b2 e IR and £ M^ with 
a = (apa^) 
b = (bpb^)
w measures the area spanned by the parallelogram two of whose sides 
are ^,b.
If (xj,...,x^) is a coordinate system about m, then has basis
SO any v £ M has coordinates (a,,...,a ) W 2?t' this basis 
—m m i n-
Define 1-co tensors dx^ by
65 -
dx^(ap . .. ,a^) %  a^
J
This means that if M is the dual space of M then it has basism m
{dx,,...,dx }.
1 n
By definition, then, = T^’  ^(,M^ ) .
(O As explained on page 37, T°'^(M ) is endowed with a real vector spacem
structure.
A p-contra tensor at m is just a p-linear function a such that
* * 
a : M X ... X M -+ IR m m
<••••• p ....>
The set of all p-contra tensors at m is also a real vector space which is 
denoted by T^’°(M ). Definera
c( 0,0
Since contra tensors will not be used subsequently, no more need be said 
about them.
A p-co tensor field on an open subset U of a manifold M is a mapping 
with domain U such that
a(m) = a unique p-co tensor at m.
(u
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The set of all such a is denoted by T°’^ (U).
It is possible also to define in a similar way q-contra tensor 
fields on U but these will not be needed.
A p-form at m € M is an alternating p-co tensor at m and F°(M ) is
the set of all p-forms at m. Again, define
F°(M ) = ]R
m
Define a to be a C p-co tensor field on an open subset of manifold
r _ 00 i
M, if for any set iX^,...,X } of C vector fields on U, the function
a(X. ,...,X ) : M -+ 3R given by 
' P
a(Xj,...,Xp)(m) - a^(Xj(m),...,Xp(m))
 ^ ^  V  :
IS a C function on U, that is, ■
a(Xj,...,X ) £ (T(U,]R).
("y-x The foregoing definitions provide the necessary background for the
definition of the most.essential idea to this dissertation - namely, 
the idea of a differential form.
A C p-form on an open set U of a differentiable manifold M is called
a differential p-form on U. Such an object is simply an alternating»
-  -
C p-co tensor on U. The set of all differential p-forms on U is 
denoted by
F^(U) and in the special case of p =0, define 
F°(U) = C™(U,m)
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so that a differential o-form on U is just a differentiable 
function on U.
Convention
A differential p-form on U will henceforth, be referred to as a
. . 00
p-form on U - the understanding being that it will be C .
l\lhen (U,^) is a chart on M, we get coordinates on U and
( a basis
3xj
3
3xm n
of M .
m
The dual space M has basis {dx.,...,dx } m 1 n
Any C vector field X on U can be written
1 3x, * • * n 3x
1 n
where%
a^ £ C“ (U,]R)
dx^(X) = a^
so each 1-co tensor field dx^ is C on U,
dx.,...,dx1 n
are differencial I-forms on U.
It transpires that any other 1-form on U may be expressed in terms of
the dxv.
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Theorem
If a £ F'(U) then
n
a = Z f.dx. where f. = (%(?:— ) 
. - 1 1  1 dx.
1=1 1
Proof
Take
n
o 1= 1 1
where, of course, a^ £ C (U,1R)
n
a(X) = Z a.a(-K— ) 
i=i ^
.(i)
Also,
n n
( Z f. dx. ) X = Z f. a. 
1=1  ^  ^ i=J ^
since dx.(
n 9
1=1 1
(ii)
since f . = a(iT— ) 
1 dx.
1
n
eqns (i) & (ii) => a = Z f.dx.
i=l +  ^
— 69 “
Conforming with the definition on page 43, define the exterior 
product on F'(U) by
c x ^ 3 = E  (sgn tt) (oi 0  3 ) ° tt
, TTeS^  ■ •
'
for any a,3 e F ’(U).
(a - 3)(X|,X2) = a(X,)3(X2) - a(X2)3(X,)
Note:
O
 ^ : F'(U) X F' (U) -+ F (U)o
oAs an extension of the theorem on page 46 a basis of F (U) is
{dx. ^ ... ^ dx. : 1 < i- < ... < i < n} 
"I "p ' p
Convention
p. . _
Any member a e F (U) will hence-forth be written in terras of this basis
a = Z a. .• . dx. ^ ... ^ dx.
i,<i2<...<ip I]' "l ip
where a. . e C (U,H).
Finally, the properties listed on page 43 extend to differential forms
i.e. a  ^3 = (-1)^^3 T a
a ^ a = 0 for any odd form
(3 ^ Y) = (ct  ^3)  ^Y
70 -
"G
(0
and a (3 j+3 2) = a ^ 3^  + a B>2
where a e F^(U)
g.g,.@2 f F^ku)
and y'e F^(U).
(o
t o
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2.2.2 Exterior Derivative
The motivation comes from the calculus of functions of the type
3
If U is an open subset of B and if
f : U ->• ]R is C then
f £ F°(U) => df £ F*(U) .
Again,
= 0
by virtue of the equality of mixed partial derivatives,
However, for a more general 1-form, say 
Ü) = Pdx + Qdy + Rdz
+ (|| - |#)dzdy + (|§ - f)dxdy
2
Ù) £ F*(U) => dw £ F (U) .
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The task is to decide whether such an operator d can be generalized 
to the case
d : pP(U) ^ pP+l(U)
where U is an open set on a manifold M . The newly defined operator 
will naturally satisfy similar conditions to the one above.
These are :
(i) d(w+ri) = dü3+dri( Vw,p £ F(U) .
(2 ) (ii) d(dw) = 0
(iii) For any f £ C (U,H) it is required that
^ 5 f
df = E —  dx.
i=, 1
where (V,^) is a coordinate system on M such that 
V n U 5^ 0
, and X. = u. o 4).
0
Constructing d
Suppose that w is a p-form on U, then on U n V
to = E a. . dx. ... dx.
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Now define d : F^(U) F^  ^(U) by
9a.
dw = E . E
• - • « U • I V ^ 4  -*“ J
] = I i,<...<ip 3 1 pi
-— Tdx^fdx. ... ^ dx. \
3 V / i V
and show that properties (i), (ii), (iii) above are satisfied.
'. . 9(i) follows directly from the linearity of
9Xj
(ii) follows by using dx. .^  dx. = -dx. dx.
1 J J 1
together with
9x79x7 9x.9x.
1 J J 1
(iii) df = y  ^ d x .
1=1 1
coming straight from the definition of d.
A consequence of the definition of d is a fourth property;
(iv) If X € F^(U) and y e F^(U) then 
O  d(X - y) = (dA) - H + (-1)'^ ®*^  ^X - du.
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Proof
u = S b dx% 
K
where
K — {k j, ,k^}
are ordered subsets of {1,2,...,n} and
etc.
d(X ^ y) = E E d(a„b dx^  ^dx^) 
H K H K
= E E E  dx.dx dx
i H K 1
H K
= E E E b_ 7T-^  dx.dx dx(O V -  H
+ E E E a„ ^  dx.dx^dx^ 
i H K H 1
hT H K
= (S Z dx.dx") - Z b dx*^
i H 1 1 K ‘^■
H “ i K
+ (-|)de8%(% a^dx") " Z Z dx.dx^
t o
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The question about the uniqueness of d is answered as follows: 
Assume that
d’ ; pP(U)
is another map satisfying conditions (i) to (iv). Show 
d = d’ as follows.
If (i) e F^(U), say ,
0) = E a dx
: 7  ,
then
t o
d'oj = E d'(a dx^) by (i)
H
= E {d’a dx^ + a d(dx^)} by (iv) 
H ^ K
= % d'a^ dx^ by (ii)
^ \ I 3 ^  %  by ( i i i )
dw by definition of d.
Hence, d = d’
and the unique mapping
is called the exterior derivative.
V v  e .  r  « . Ç  j l a a c - C .  \ j l  L o  \ l < X v i t X i l > r 5  L .
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2,2.3 Mappings
The following ideas are not subsequently used but are noted merely 
to give a more complete picture of the basic ideas of different forms 
on a manifold.
Let M and N be manifolds and suppose that
'F : M ->• N is a C mapping. 
Consequently,
W* : TM ^  TNÔ
and in particular
" ^(m)
What relationships are induced by W* between vector fields and forms on M 
and vector fields and forms on N? . •
Generally, a vector field X on M can be transferred to N by only when 
^ is a diffeomorphism. In this case, W exists and the sequence
X f* .
N -- > M  > TM — ^ TN
depicts the C vector field ° X ° Ÿ on ^4 •
-77
Again, if f is a real-valued c“ function on M (a 0-form), then there is,
in general, no way of moving f over to N but the reverse
that is, if g e
where V c N is open, then
g o V e F°(U) since g ® T 
00
is C on
(O
In general, if w e F^(V) then 'f induces a p-form on
denoted by ¥ w called the pull-back of w . It is given by
The definition is made explicit as follows,
Q  Suppose that n = W(m) and that Vj,...,v^ e with (u^) = V - 
for i = 1 , . . . , P  with Uj; £
Since
0) £ F^(V) then ü)n
(N m
by
0) (v,,...,v ) £ IR so W W £ F^(U) n — J —p
(o
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is defined by:
(Y 03) : (M )^ ^ mm m
where
J ’ ’ * ‘
~  ^W(m) —^ 1 ^ > * * * ^
= W^^(Vj,...,v).
The following properties are listed and proved in Flanders £.2 3 and 
Hicks F41
OO ^ CO — 1
(1) If 0) is C on V then W OJ is C on V (V)
(2) Y (ap+Q^) = ^ (a,) + ^ ( 2^)
i'"(«j (0 a^) = ^ (cxj) («2)
/(a, " a^) = /(a,) "
these are proved in a more general context on pages 49 and 50
* &
(3) d o W = Y o d.
*
(4) (Y o &) = 0 0 W
V .. : 4) . ' 
where M N ->■ P .
(o
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2.2.4 Classical Vector Analysis
In Euclidean 3-space with its basic {_i,j_,k} the identification 
9
1
9Xj
Bxg
k
9Xg
is often made via the notion of directional derivative. Comnatible
. ' ■ . 3 . '
with this notation is the convention of regarding 3B. itseii as being
a 3-manifold whose atlas consists of the single chart given by the
identity map
3 3
i : IR -> IB. with coordinate system
{xI >^2 Î^ 3^• , ■
O 00 00 3
The module x(IB. ) of all C vector fields over C (IR. ,IR) is generated by
f 9 9 9 1
3xj’ 3xg 3x3 • y
y y  Corresponding to this is the module F*(.®- ) over C^(1R ) end this is
generated by
where
dx.(g|-) = 6
J
— 80 —
(O
This correspondence is made explicit by considering the Euclidean
3inner product on IP. denoted by
' < , >,'
3 3 .That is, there is a natural isomorphism f : x(^ ) F ’(IR ) defined 
" f(X) = f% £ F ’(IP. ) 
where f%(Y) =
Proof
f is 1-Î.
.f(X,) = f(X2) <=> 
I 2
<=> =^X2»?>
for all Y.
=> Xj = x
,o
{ .*. f is 1-1.
f is linear
Since < , > is bilinear.
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(
f is onto
3
If ’—3^ is a basis of x(® ) let
= %ij ij = 1,2,3
00, 3
so gfj 6 C (®. ,]R)
If {*j,^2 '^3  ^ is the dual basis then
Q  ' jf.
O
(
and, when basis ».Ê.2'^ 3^  is orthonormal then
f(£^) = (f)^
If 03 £ F ’(IP.^ ) is given by
03 = X a. 6.
i=,i
then
03 = f(X) where X = E a.e.
i=i 1-1
Hence, f is onto.
— 82 —
(Q
Note that f(-r^) = dx. so that if dx. 11
then
3 a CO 3
W = E W. —  where W. e C (IP ,IP )
# 4 1 oX • 3-
1=1 1
' 3 ' . 3 ' .
W £ f(W) = E W.dx. = 03
i=I 1 1
where O) is a dual I-form of W . This notion is central to the applications 
V Chapter of this essay.
3 3
Apart from the isomorphism of x(^ ) with F ’(IR ) as modules, it transpires
3
that the classical vector analysis of ,x(®^  ) has a complete analogue in
This analogy is not drawn merely for the sake of change,because it can
be shown that many of the classical.theorems, for example, Stokes Theorem,
 ^ 3 ‘ ■ . .are more succinctly expressed in F ’(IB. ) and are more amenable to generalization.
C ( ^  As a first step in vindicating the above claim, analogues of the familiar 
operators curl, div and grad will be constructed in F ’(IP. ^ ), What follows 
is an extension and a development of the ideas given on page 150 of Warner 
' [71.
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Curl of a 1-form
3
If W = Z W. e x(E^) 
i=l ^
then, as per the classical definition.
9W_ 9W_ _ : 9W, 9W_ \  BW_ 9W, .
curl U = + (?=2 _ __1) 3
9x2 9x_ 9X| 9x^ 9x^ 9x^ 9x^ 9X2 9x^
which dual 1-form
(o
9W 9W 9W 9W ' : 9W 9W
+ (93g  + (ag- - ■^'>^^3
However, the dual of W is the 1-form
03 = E W.dx. 
i=i " "
and
o
aw aw awj . aw^ aw
The comparison to make is that of d03 with the dual 1-form of curl W given 
overleaf. But use of the formulae on page 61 gives
9W_ 9W 9W 9W 9W 9W
= (a3g -  a;g)d%, + <-3^  ~ ■ ^ '> ^ ^ 2 * <a3g ‘  a3g)'^ ’'3
This motivates the definition
curl 03 = *d03
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Vector Product of I-forms
3
Consider a,3 e (IR ) where
a = E a.dx. and Ê = E b.dx.
\  \  . j=j J Ji=l
Comparison with the definition of the vector product of the
3 '
corresponding vector fields A, B e x(Et ) suggests that
o
a X g = E (a^b^ - apbj)dx^'
dxj dx^ dx^
^2 ^3
’’,1 ’’2 ^3
Note, however, that
dx^dx dx^ dXj dx^ dx2
Hence define
a X e = *(a " G)
by again using the formulae of p.61. This is the vector product of 
a with G.
— 85 —
(O
(O
Inner Product of 1-forms
3 3
The isomorphism between x(IR ' ) and F ’(IP. ) provides an inner
product of 1-forms defined by
= 2 a.b. where a = E a.dx.
‘ X ^ ^ , X ^ "
3 = E b. dx.
. X V  "
E a^b^*(dXjdx2dXg)
CE a^.dx.) (E bjdx^dx^)}1 1
= *{(E a.dx.)  ^*(E b.dx.)} 
, 1 J J
= *(a  ^*3)
This inner product can be alternatively described, therefore, as
<a,3^ = *(a ^ *3) ’ '
where, in fact,
< , > =' < , > o f - .
and f and < , > are as defined on page 79. •
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Divergence of a 1-form 
For a vector field
O
i=l i ■
The traditional definition of divergence is
If
3 9(x.
div A = E — 
i=i
is the dual 1-form of A then the fact that
3a
*(d*a) = Z
1
suggests the definition 
C 3  div a = * (d*g)
Gradient of a Q-form
In the classical sense, a function
3
({) : m  -> ]R
has gradient
3
j A T 3* 3♦ ■ i, SI 5ÎT
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and this has dual 1-form
1=1 1
the 0-form ^ has gradient
grad 4) = d* = E dx,
/ ^ 2^ Using the above definitions, some classical theorems of vector 
analysis will be alternatively expressed and proved.
(i) curl (grad = curl(d(j))
= *d(d(f))
= *(d^ (|)) = 0
(ii) divCcurl w) = div(*dw)
= *d(**dw)
(O
(iii) If A is a C°° vector field on a compact 2-manifold, V, embedded 
in 3R with boundary 9V then
I div A dxjdx^dx^ = J Aj dx^dx^ + A^ dx^dx^ + A^ dx^dx^
This is the divergence theorem
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Let ü) — Aj dx^dx^ ^2 dx^dXj g" A^ dX|dx2 
then the above equation becomes
I dw = I W 
Jv •'3V
where w is a 2-form.
However, if
CO
a = E A. dx. 
i=j " "
is the dual 1-form,
r
div a = I *cx 
V •'3V
is an alternative expression of the divergence theorem.
■ Q
3(iv). Let S be a 2-manifold in IB with boundary C (a closed curve)
then the classical version of Stoke’s Theorem is the following;
3A. 9A 3A^ 3A,
Aj dXj + &2 dx2 + dx^
If a = E A. dx. is the dual 1-form of A 
1 1
then
or
f
da = I a 
S •'C
*curl a = a
as
, are both equivalent to (1) above
J
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Generalizations
00
If M is a C n-manifold and if U is an open subset of M, then define 
grad : F°(U) FV(U)
..
grad 0 = d# 
called the gradient of the Q'^form à»
(Q '''hen
a e F*OJ), : 
defin its divergence to be
div a = *(d*a) c F'(U)
The concepts of vector product and curl cannot be generalized.
CO
Finally, the Generalized Stoke’s Theorem is
I Ü) = I dwJ 3C J C
where w is a p-form on M and £  is a omM Ibis, however, invokes
the idea of a simplicial complex on M and the description of such ideas 
is not within thescope of this essay.
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2.2.5 Closed.and Exact Forms
One of the basic properties of the exterior derivative d is that 
■ 9
d 0) = d(dw)
.
for any p-form w defined on an open set U of a manifold M.
It may happen that, for some ü), we have 
d03 = Qo . ■ V  ' : : ' . Vo -  :
and such a form is said to be^ closed^
Given a p-form, 03, it may be possible, to find a (p-l)-form p 
such that
....
and in this case 03 is said to be exact. It is certainly true that any 
exact form is closed because
Q  d ( drO = 0
However, the converse is not necessarily true. The following example 
is the solution to exercise 15 of page 159 of Warner [71.
■ — ^
Let 03 = dx + — y dy
x + y  X +y
be defined on IR - .{O}
— 91 —
2_ 2 2 2 
dw = g dydx + dxdy
(xf+yZ)^ (%2+y/)^
= 0  since dydx = -dxdy 
w is closed.
If however, w is exact then there is a G O.^fprm f such- that
w = df
2
so when C is any closed curve in IP, ' - 0’£} we getCo
[ w = 
•'c
f
df
C
f = 0
9C
If C is the unit circle, we have
f w = 2w 
•'c
by direct integration using
X = cos A, y - sin 6
This is a contradiction so w is not exact.
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Poincare’s Lemma gives the condition under which a closed form is 
exact :
’Let U be an open subset of IP ^  which is contractible to a point. 
If CO is a p-form on U such that dco = 0, then
see Hicks [41
’If a manifold M is contractible to a point then every closed form 
w on H is exact.’ '
The concent of- contractibil^ity to which. Spivak refers is explained as 
follows : '
Manifold M is contractible to a point m^ e M if there exists
C a C functionII : M X [0,n M
such that
H(tt,1) = m
H(m,0) = m^
V.m € M.
(O
o
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Some of the preceding ideas may be interpreted in terms of classical 
vector analysis as follows.
(i) ’A vector field whose curl is zero is
the gradient of some scalar function
i. e. curl V = 0 =>- £  = grad A
If w is the dual J-form of V then 
curl 03 = *d03 = 0 
so that d03 = 0 with 03 = dè;; Field V is called irrotational.
(ii) ’A vector field whose divergence is zero, 
is the curl of some other vector field
i.e. div V = 0 => V = curl W
If r is the dual 1-form of V then
d(*r) = 0 -<=> div V = 0
. ’. 03 ; d03 = *r
i.e. r = *do3 = curl 03
. Field V in this case is called solenoidal .
These classical theorems usually assume that the vector fields V
. . . C : ' 3
are defined on contractible regions of IR .
(o
b
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2.3.1 Summary
The most general idea discussed in this Chapter has been that of a 
tensor product on an n-dimensional vector space. Particular kinds 
of tensors called p-forms were considered. This leads to the idea of 
an exterior algebra over V as being the vector space F(V) formed by all 
p-forms (p < n). ■
When V is chosen to be the tangent space K at a point m of a
m .
manifold M then F^(U) was defined to be the set of all p-forms 
called differential forms over the open set U containing m.
Two important maps were introduced namely,
d ; fP(U) ^ F^^hu)
and
* ; fP(u ) F"-P(u)
and, by use of these, some well known results from classical vector 
analysis are expressed in the language.of differential forms.
Specifically, by virtue of the Euclidean metric on there is a
natural isomorphism between the set of all C™ vector fields on
and the set F ’(H^) of all 1-forms on Depending on the values
of p and n, some or all of the functions
inner product
vector product
div
grad
curl
—have their analogues in F^(]R^).
nx .
The set F ’(IR ) is called the set of dual 1-forms
In terms of exterior product ^
star operator *
exterior derivative d
o
3 3 .the ’isomorphism’ between %(]% ) and F ’ (IB. ) is summarized as
!
follows :
INNER PRODUCT <a,3^ = *(a ^
VECTOR PRODUCT a x  ,3 = *(a ^ 3)
DIVERGENCE div a = * (d*a)
CURL curl a = *da
where a, G are 1-forms. For a 0-form define
3 : '
grad d) = d(f) € F ’(3R )
c
Generalizing these to the case of a pseudo-Riemannian, C 
n-manifold M with open subset U we have:
INNER PRODUCT <a,3^ = * CaZ' *3)
DIVERGENCE div a = *d(*a)
GRADIENT grad (1) = d(j)
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Finally, the classical Stoke’s and Divergence Theorems are both 
related an are particular versions of the Generalized Stokes 
Theorem.
Ü3 =
9C
dO)
V
O
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Chapter 3
(n
DUAL FORAIS, ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY AND THE LONDON EOrATIC'.rS
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O
3olol Background
The work of Chapter 2 suggests that vector analysis can be replaced 
by differential forms as a tool for solving problems in, say, 
electromagnetic theory. The aim of this chapter is to show 
how this may be done and specific reference is made to Maxwell’s 
equations. -^  ' '
The principal vector fields involved are
(i) Electric field E
(ii) Magnetic field H
(iii) Magnetic flux density B which is given by
B = n H 
— o —
where ri is constant.
o
(iv) Electric current density J which is defined by 
.
■ E = P J 
, .
where p is the resistivity of the medium.
(v) Electric flux density D given by D = e E
where e is a constant which is characteristic of the
In the magnetic field, the primary vector is the magnetic flux 
density B which is defined in terms of the mechanical force on 
a current loop. The magnetic circuit law, defined later, suggests 
the introduction of a secondary vector field H which is associated 
with the currents that cause the field whereas B is associated 
with the effect of the field. In fact, the equation
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describes the tor<^ue on a dipole or current loop due to the field 
»
Similarly, in the electric field, the primary vector is the electric 
force field E which is defined in terms of the mechanical force on 
a unit charge. Gauss’ theorem suggests the introduction of electric 
flux density D as the secondary vector which expresses the idea 
of unit emanation of flux from each unit of charge. Specifically, 
since
where Q is the total charge and X is a constant which is characteristic 
of the material, then
•'■J’S • £ ? =  Q
S
' ' 1 r :
where D = ---  E and e = ---
■ AttX^ , ■ .■ 4ttX;. .
giving D = e E >
where e is a constant which is characteristic of the medium.
The Maxwell equations emanate from four physical laws as follows:
(a) Law of Magnetic Induction
(or otherwise Faraday’s Law)
’Every changing magnetic field has a corresponding electric 
field; the line integral of ^  round any closed circuit C 
is related to the flux ^ across C by
c- 100 -
f ç ,  E^ds = , where (|) = // B . dS
s
and S is the surface spanning closed curve C, In vector 
notation this can be expressed as
curl E = -i||
where C is the speed of light.
(b) Generalised Magnetic Circuit Law
’The line integral of H round any closed path is equal to 
the total current linked with that path’. Expressed classically 
..
/ H ds - I + ^  where W = // D . dg u s  Qu — —
S
and W is the electric flux. Alternatively,
(c) Gauss’ Theorem
’The total flux of electric force out of any closed surface 
is equal to 4tt times the total charge enclosed by that surface*
i.e. / E . dS* = 4tt . Q 
s —  —
or div D = 4TTp,
where p is the charge density and Q is the total charge.
nr
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(d) Solenoidal Property
’The net magnetic flux of ,B out of any closed surface is zero’ 
That is,
f f  B o d S =  0 or div B = 0 
Summarising, we have the Maxwell equations
“ c sF
div D = Airp 
div B = 0
It is worth noting that the operators div, grad and curl have the 
following physical interpretation:
The divergence of a vector field A at point P measures 
the outward flux per unit volume at P.
The gradient of a scalar field, ®, is denoted by V® and 7®-.a 
• gives the rate of charge of ® in the direction of the unit 
vector a. .
The curl of a vector field is a measure of the rotational 
properties of that field.
The reference for much-of this chapter is Flanders [4].
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3.1.2 Maxwell’s Equations
From the previous section these are
/ • \ IT* 1 9B(i) curl E = - —  —
at
(ii) curl H = J. + ^  ^
3t
(iii) div D = 4n p
(iv) div B = 0 
The fields are given by
E = E, i + E 2 i  + E3 k
H = H, i. + " 2  i  + «3 %  with similar
equations defining D, B and J^.
On page 80 it is proved that corresponding to every vector field on
' 33R , there is a dual I-form. Consequently if we regard H,
^  and 2  as vector fields in any of the senses described in 1.3.1, 
then they too have dual 1-forms. These 1-forms are as follows:
Wg = E,dx, + EgdXg + Egdx-
(Ojj = Hidxi + Hzdx, + HgdXj ' .
"D = Dld%l V ^ 3
Wg = B,dx, + B^dx^ + BgdXg 
“j = J,dx, + Jzdxg + JgdXg
oG
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Using the equations of 2,2.4 which define the div and curl of 
—
So Maxwell equations become:
4tt 1 *
= i r W j  + c "b
*d(*Wg) = 0
Now use the equation
p(n-p)+(n-t)
■ G, ■' 2
**a = (-1) a from p.58
with p=2, n=3, t=3
0*0 **dWg = dWg
**do)jj = dWjj etc., etc,
and the above equations become
(v) ’ diOg = - i  * cOg
(vi)> dojg = *  Uj + G  “d
— lOIf —
G
(vii)’ d(*üjj^ ) = 47Tp dXj dx^ dx^
(viii)' d(*Wg) = 0
Note that
(dg = B, dx, + Bg d%2 + Bg dXg
“d = ®1 * ®2 4=2 + ®3 4=3
where the dot represents differentiation with respect to t,
If we put 6g =
®J “ *“j
where 8^ = Bj dx^ a dx^ + Bg dx^ a dXj + B^ dXj a dx^
Qjy - Dj dx^ ^  dx^ + dXg A dXj + dx^ A dx^
6j - Jj dxg A dx^ + Jg dXg A dXj + dXj A dx^
we get
(v) 4Ug = " è  ®B
(iv) 4(üg = - ^ e j  + i e g
(vii) d8^ - 47Tp dXj dx^ dx^
(viii) dOg = 0
and the value of this form of Maxwell’s equations is it does not
o- 105-
involve use of the star operator. Additionally, if it were 
required to distinguish H from JB and from then notice that 
two forms are used for JB, D and J whereas one forms correspond 
to E^  and H, However, we still have for example,
2  *0 : ; **0 = *D
In free space, the Maxwell equations simplify further because 
we have
E = D
H = B 
J = 0
p = 0
“h  = “-
“j = 0
Q
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and so equations (v)^  to (viii/ become :
4“h = ÏÏ *“e
d(*o)g) = 0
d(*Ug) = 0
Maxx'jell’s equations in free space
(o In the previous calculations, exterior derivation has been with respect 
to the space variables Xj ,X2 ,x^ only;, so the problem was assumed to be 
a three dimensional one. To contrast with this, take a four dimensional 
model based on coordinates (x^,X2 ,Xg,t) and use the Lorentz metric by 
choosing {dx^,dx2 ,dx^,cdt} as orthonomal basis with
<dx., dx. > = (5. . 
1 J ij
<dXj.,cdt> = 0
<cdt,cdt> = -1
D Use the results of page 61, namely
and
* (dx.dx.) = -c dx.dt 
J k 1
*(dx.cdt) = dx.dx
1 J k
. . . ( A )
and construct approriate 2-forms.
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The two Maxwell equations
1 SB
curl i  = - C ar
div B = 0
can be added to give a single equation which involves B, E only.
This suggests that the 2-form
'Wg = Bjdx2dxg + BgdXgdx^ +.BgdXjdx2(
be combined with the 2-form
WgCdt = Og, say,
to give a = Qg + Og. Therefore
da = dag + dag =
' 9Eg 9E 9E 9E 9E . 9E
- ^)dX3dx, + - ^)dx,dxg]cdt
2 J 3 I i 2
Y~s 3B j  aSg 9B ,
dXgdXg + dXgdXj + dXjdx2>dt + div IB dx^dx^dx^
G  , 3B_ SE 3e 3B
- - 35Ç) + C 3T-^4x,dX2 + {(gj^ - gj-) + c 3E-)d%2d=3
8E 3E : 3B
+ ((3 5: - 3 5 7) + C 3E-}d=3d%, lcdt 
3 1
+ div JB dXjdx2dXg
However, the Maxwell equations (i) and (iv) from pagei03are 
equivalent to the following set of equations:
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9E,
9x
9E,
5
9x.
9x C 9t
BEa ^ J_ 9B,
9xg C 9t
BEg ^ ^  8B2
9xj C dt
=  0
=  0
=  0
and div B = 0,
and these are simply equivalent to the single equation
da= 0.
(O In free-space, B = H
°B =
= >
*0 = *(EjdXjdt + E^dx2dt + Egdx2dt)c
+ ^(H^dx^dXg + H2dXgdXj + Hgdx^dx2)
" O
= Ejdx2dXg + E^dXgdXj + EgdXjdx2
“ (HjdXj + H2dx2 + H2dXg)cdt
by use of the equation (A) on page 106
d(*a) = div E, dX|dx2dXg
9E 9E 9E
at- dtdXgdXg + ^  dtdXgdx, + ^  dtdXjdx^
9H 9H 9H- 9H 9H 9H
- [ (— ---)dx^dxg + (Tcr- “ — r")dxgdx^ +  Odx,dx Icdt9%2 9xg 2 3 9xg 9x^  3 9xj 9%2 1 2
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9H,
c  ^ înr- "
1 2 3
-) }dx„dx
9*%'' "d
(O
, 9E 9H 9H 
+ <C âE- - (âsC: - 3ïr)}d%2d=3^cdt
+ div JE dXjdx2dXg
By examining coefficients it can be seen that the equations
curl % = C BE
div E = 0
are equivalent to the single equation
d(*a) = 0.
Thus, in free space, the Maxwell equations are simply
da = 0
d(*a) = 0
Maxwell’s Equations in Free Space
o
where a = Og + Og
= *Wg + WgCdt
and where (Og, Wg are the dual 1 -forms of the fields and E^.
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Flanders [2] introduces forms
a = (EjdXj + E^dx^ + Egdxg)cdt + dx^dx^ + B^dx^dXj + B^dx^dx^)
3 = -(H^dXj + ^2^X2 + Hgdx2)cdt + (D^dx^dx^ + B^dx^dx^ + Dgdx^dx2) 
Y = (Jjdx2dXg + J2dXgdXg + Jgdx^dx2)dt - pdXjdx2dXg
so that the full set of Maxwell Equations (I) to (iv) of page 103 
become
da = 0 ... (1)
L ;  . .
d3 + 4tty = 0 ... (2)
and the proof merely consists of checking, via equations (i) to (iv) 
that the coefficients in the forms
da and dg + 47TY are zero.
’O
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3.1.3 Associated Results
Considering the Maxwell equations as given in the previous section 
will hopefully provide a closer illustration of the electromagnetic 
theory. .
For example, (equation (viii) Page,104) gives
■ ; = ° :
In order to be able to apply the Poincare’ Lemma, it is assumed that
the region of space over which is defined is contractible to a point
. . ' ' . . 
and that physically this means there,is an absence of magnetic
monopoles. In this case is exact and so
dA. = *ùJg for some 1 - form X
Wg = *dX = curl X
curl A = B
where A is the vector potential.
However, X is not unique because for 0-form d) we have 
dX = d(X+d^) = d(X+grad )^ 
meaning that X is only determined up to the gradient of a 0-form.
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Considering the Maxwell equations given on page 109 (quoted from
......
dy = 0
Combining this last equation with Stoke’s theorem applied to a space^time 
region, R, bounded by the two spacelike 3-surfaces ,¥2 which form the 
boundary R we get
0 = dy =
R
y = I pdx , dx dx
3R h- .  ^ ^
1 ;
since dt = 0 over this latter integral
0 =
r V,
V,
pdx^dx^dxg = 0 (^2) - Q(Vj)
which is the law of the conservation of electric charge
o
o3.2.1 Superconductivity and the London Equations
Some metals, for example mercury, when cooled to temperatures of 
around absolute zero behave like perfect conductors and are known 
as superconductors. One theory which describes this phenomenon 
IS known as the London Theory and is due to F. London and H. London. 
This theory suggests that the current J in the superconductor 
consists of a supercurrent j and a normal current j .
The superconducting electrons, when influenced by a field E, 
have the following equation or motion:
"  -  ,
where v is their velocity, t is time and e and m are the electron 
charge and mass respectively. Hence,
4  = "ge V ...... (2)
where n is the number of superconducting electrons per unit volume, 
Equations (1) and (2) give
~ 2  Sic
n -âTT ^ E .... (3)
S dt —»
But, from Maxwell’s equations, we have
curl E = - i  ^ 2:
at
so that equation (3) becomes
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O
/"G
curl C(— . ) Sis] = - %
n e 9t 9t
s
Integrating with respect to time we get
curl [(-— = - H + constant, 2 — s —
■ V  . ■
The London theory assumes this constant to be zero. Hence we have
curl (A j ) = - H  ..... (4)
where A = ^  is constant.
Collecting together the equations of the previous page we have:i
Eqn. (4) is curl (A j ) = - H ....(i)
. : ■ : a .
Eqn. (3) is CA = ]S ...... (ii)
By definition, J = j + J ........ (iii)
. —  , —s T-n
For the normal
current, j = 0  E .......... (iv)
—n ' —
Also, the Maxwell equations are -
curl H  =  J  +  i  SE (v)
-  C -  C ^
- _ 1 9H X .V
curl E = - 77 —  ......... (vi)
~  ^  at
div H»“ 0 ............... (vii)
div E = 47Tp  .....  (viii)
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Equations (i) to (iv) embody the additional assumptions of the
The aim of this section is to express these equations in terms of 
differential forms. To do this, note that the fields E, H 
and £  have dual 1-forms Wg, and respectively.
Equations (iii) and (iv) are not differential relationships, 
so write
j = J - j = J - a E
^  —  —  so equations (i)
to (iv) reduce to
, 1
A curl (2 - cr - “ g" Ë  (ix)
A J L
3t d - y  E) = E  .........(=)
(
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Equation (ix) above can be inritten
A*d(“j - OWg) = - G h
i.e. Ad{oij - crWg) = - "q
Equation (x) is merely
A(Mj - aüjg) = (Oj,
Giving equations (v) to (viii) of the equations in the form
/ quoted on page 103 together with the above two equations gives
O \  :
doig = - c *“h ' ;
... (xii)
*d(*aig) = 47Tp ... (xiii)
d(*Wg) = 0  ... (xiv)^
d(Wj - 0 ^  = - c5r*“H •••
“j " - i “E ... (xvi)
2 '
In view of the property d = 0 and by using equation (xv) above,
equation (xiv) is redundant. Also, if we put
0). = 0)^  - am
Jo J E
the above equations contract to
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dWg = — - *c
d(*0Jp) = *4ttp
4“j = " cA * “h
A "e
London Equations
(
( D  By regarding fields. E, H, J and the. charge density p as being functions of
b) the problem becomes 4—dimensional. Consider the forms
aj = (Ejdxj + Egdx + Egdxg)cdt
0^ 2 = H^dXgdXg + H^dxgdxj + H^dx^dx
G] = - c" (J|dxj + JgdXg + JgdXg)
^2 = P cdt.
With the Lorentz metric on 4-space, the basis 
(dX|,dx2,dXg,cdt) 
is orthonormal. Use also.
&(dx^dXj) = -dx^cdt
(dx.cdt = dx.dx.
1 J k
» i,j,k in cyclic order,
n g
O
and
*dXj = -dXgdXgCdt
^dxg = -dXgdXjCdt
*dxg = - dxjdx^cdt
*cdt = - dXjdx2dXg
These give
( b  *01^  = E^dx2dXg + E2dXgdx^ + Egdx^dx2
*«2 = “(Hjdxj + H2dx2 + HgdXg)cdt
= \CJjdx2dXg + J2dXgdx^ + J2dXjdx2)(,dt
*$2 = -pdx^dx2dXg
With the above forms in mind, the equations (vi) and (vii) of page JJ3 
can be written in the form
d(aj + 0^ = 0.
Pro of
- 1 It -
9Hj 9H 8H_
4(“, + “2^ “ ^ 357 357^4x,dX2dx3
1 2  j
9E^ 9E_ \ 3h / 9E. : SE , 3H
"■ " 95T^ "■ c " aZ"^ ■" c
2 3 3 1
9E_ 9E . 9H 
j*" '*' C
if this is zero then
/ 3H 3H 3H
■ n  ^  ^  55Ç f3 5 j  = ° 4iv H = 0
and
SEg 3E3 , 3H,
3x7 " fel' " " G 3t“  Gtc.
2 3
1 %
i.e. curl i  = - c 3F
Also, equations (v) and (viii) of the London equations may be written
" O
d*(aj+a2) + 4n*(#%*$2) ^ .
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Proof
‘-(aj+a^) = (Ejdx^dxg + E^dXgdXj + Egdx^dx2) “
- (Hjdx^ + H2d%2 + Hgdx2)cdt
d*(aj+a2> =
8H 9H_ 9E \ 9H_ 9H, , 9E_
" - 95;) - C 3F-)4=24=3 ^ ^  (3 5; • 3 5;) " C 3F-)4=34=1
9H2 3Hj 1 3^3 ’ ’
+ { ( g ^ - g ^ ) - - - g p - } d x ^ d x 2 n c d t  + divEdx^dx2dx3O V ' .
.■ Also,
*(g^+&2) = {J^dx^dxg + J2dxgdx^ + Jgdxjdx2}cdt
- pdx,dx2dxg
;, Hence, . . : ; .
d*(aj+a2) + = 0
( <=> div IE = 4irp (equation (viii))
and
to give also.
which is equation (v).
(O
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There are two more of the London equations to be considered, 
namely equations (ix), (x) from page 114
i.e. curl(jJ - gE) = H
A 37 (2 - = E
The first of these is equivalent to
Gda^ = (^^2 " c^d6^)dt
whilst the second is equivalent to
G[d*cXj + 4^*6 2  ^= + d3j)cdt
The proof is a tedious, but straight-forward process of equating 
coefficients. Summarizing, the London equations are equivalent to
dCaj+a^) = 0
d*(ctj+a2) + = 0
1 2
G^aj = ^ d3^)dt
G[d(*aj) + 47T*32^  ^ * % ^ 1  d3])cdt
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3.3.1 Further Developments
The aim of this section is to give some indication of how the methods 
of this and the previous chapter can be further developed. The core 
idea hitherto has been that of a differential form on a manifold and 
there are two branches of mathematics which themselves have this 
device as a foundation stone. These branches are De Rham cohomology 
and a modern treatment of differential geometry. For some time, both 
these topics have been applied to the solution of problems in physics 
in general and electromagnetic theory in particular. To give some idea
of their applicability, the relevant ideas will be briefly outlined.
■ '
- 00 ' .
Let M be a C manifold and denote by
■ z P ( M )  ■ ■ ; ; :
the vector space of closed p-forms on M. Let
: : V
b^(m ) . : ■
denote the vector space of exact p-forms on M. By virtue of the 
property
for exterior derivative d, we have 
bP(M) c zP(M)
The quotient
H^(M) = Z^(M)/bP(M)
. ■ '
is called the p De Rhantcohomology group. Its cosets are actually 
equivalence classes of Z^(M) with respect to the relation
-  1 2 3  -
a fb 6 iff a,3 differ by an exact form.
This defines, for example, vector potential as being an equivalence 
class of a-forms (see page 111). It can be shown that these groups 
are topological invariants and provide information about the topological 
characteristics of the under-lying manifold - particularly in the 
case of connected, orientable manifolds of low dimension such as 
surfaces in 3-space or 3-manifolds in space-time.
For example, for a connected compact orientable 2-manifold embedded in
, 3 . . ' ■ . ''
H  is homeomorphic to a sphere with a number of h»n4t($ fop. it. The
number of is simply given by
dim H'(M).
However, as mentioned in Section 3.1,3, if a region of space contains 
a magnetic charge, then this would appear as a hole in the underlying 
manifold. In terms of the 1-forms, when there are no holes, any closed 
1-form is exact.
It is at this level that one begins to see the relevance of cohomology 
to electromagnetic theory but a further description would involve ideas 
which are beyond the scope of this dissertation. One reference is, 
however, Roberts [5],
Modem differential geometry, as described by Hicks [43, generalizes
many of the results which are applicable to surfaces and curves in
■' 3 . . .TR to Riemannian n-manifolds.
- '2 If. -
This means that problems in 4-space may be approached, for example, 
by these techniques.
The connection between differential geometry and electromagnetic 
theory are made evident by the sort of examples quoted below;
(a) Charge density on a conductor is greatest where the surface 
IS sharply convex. Generally, therefore, there is a strong 
relationship between the curvature of a surface and the 
charge density on it,
(b) The path of a particle in 4-space is geadesic electromagnetic 
fields may also be exerting their influence.
Differential geometry, therefore, seems to be highly relevant to this 
type of analysis.
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